INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) is extensively modified ([@BIO028092C21]; [@BIO028092C27]; [@BIO028092C30]) and occurs at precise locations ([@BIO028092C28], [@BIO028092C29]). Two common modifications, the majority of which are conducted by small nucleolar ribonucleoproteins (snoRNPs), are pseudouridylation and ribose 2′-*O*-methylation. There are two kinds of snoRNP: box H/ACA (responsible for pseudouridylation) and box C/D (responsible for 2′-*O*-methylation) ([@BIO028092C22]). Box H/ACA or box C/D snoRNAs (snoRA and snoRD, respectively) have an antisense region with which base pairs target rRNA, and thereby facilitate the modification of rRNA target sites ([@BIO028092C22]). Recent evidence has shown that methylation modifications in rRNA are heterogeneous ([@BIO028092C23]; [@BIO028092C19]). While some sites are constitutively methylated, others may only be modified in 60% or 70% of rRNA. It is presently unknown what regulatory factors are involved in determining modification levels in rRNA. Given the vast amount of modifications present in human rRNA (∼100 sites of ribose methylation and 100 sites of pseudouridylation), a full characterization of the factors that orchestrate the level of rRNA modification is of fundamental importance. In support of the significance of this work, recent studies have shown that rRNA methylation is increased in cancer cells lacking functional p53 ([@BIO028092C33]), strongly indicating that rRNA modifications may contribute to the transformation process.

A possible clue as to how the methylation of rRNA is regulated may be found through the study of small Cajal body-specific RNAs (scaRNAs). ScaRNAs were identified in the early 2000s ([@BIO028092C8]; [@BIO028092C46]) and localize in the Cajal body (CB), a subnuclear domain that participates in the formation of many types of RNPs ([@BIO028092C17]; [@BIO028092C35]; [@BIO028092C37]; [@BIO028092C41]; [@BIO028092C43]). ScaRNAs are predicted to guide the modification of nucleotides in small nuclear RNA (snRNA), part of small nuclear RNPs (snRNPs). SnRNPs are crucial components of the spliceosome required for pre-mRNA splicing. The modifications in the snRNA component of snRNPs are essential for proper snRNP biogenesis and spliceosome function ([@BIO028092C51]; [@BIO028092C22]). ScaRNAs can be placed into three categories based on *cis-*elements in the RNA sequence and the proteins that interact with these RNAs: box C/D, box H/ACA and mixed domain. Box C/D scaRNAs are identified by the presence of C/C′ (RUGAUGA) and D/D′ (CUGA) consensus sequences ([@BIO028092C45]). Nop56, Nop58, the 15.5 kDa protein, and fibrillarin, a methyltransferase, form the core protein complex on box C/D scaRNAs ([@BIO028092C3]; [@BIO028092C12]; [@BIO028092C14]; [@BIO028092C39]; [@BIO028092C42]; [@BIO028092C44]; [@BIO028092C49]). Box H/ACA scaRNAs are defined by the presence of an H-box (ANANNA) and ACA-box (ACA), which flank a stemloop structure ([@BIO028092C2]; [@BIO028092C5]; [@BIO028092C13]). Nop10, Gar1, Nhp2 and dyskerin, a pseudouridylase, form the core protein complex on box H/ACA scaRNAs ([Fig. 1](#BIO028092F1){ref-type="fig"}). Of the 28 known scaRNAs in human, three of these, all of which are box C/D, are known to be internally processed and give rise to stable, nucleolus-enriched RNA fragments: scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 ([@BIO028092C46]). The fragments derived from these three scaRNAs are mgU2-61 (from scaRNA2), mgU2-19 and mgU2-30 (from scaRNA9), and mgU4-8 (from scaRNA17) ([Fig. 1](#BIO028092F1){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 1.**Box C/D and box H/ACA RNPs.** (A) Schematic representation of box C/D scaRNA guide interaction with target RNAs promoting methylation (m). (B) Schematic representation of box H/ACA guide interaction with target RNA promoting pseudouridylation (Ψ). In humans, box H/ACA scaRNAs contain a *cis* element known as the CAB box, which facilitates the interaction of these RNAs with the protein WRAP53 and subsequent localization to CBs. (C) Schematic representation of scaRNA 2, 9, and 17. Both guide domains are shown for each scaRNA and fragments generated from each scaRNA are colored. The locations of the probes used for Northern blotting are indicated by A, B, or C, and the location of the probe used for RNA FISH to detect scaRNA9 is indicated by D. The GU-rich repeat region in scaRNA 2 and 9 is indicated. Also shown is the leader sequence at the 5′ end of scaRNA9 and the AGUG sequence at the beginning of the scaRNA2 mgU2-61 domain. This AGUG sequence was mutated to UCAC.

Despite numerous other proteins and processes that have been shown to be mandatory for CB integrity and composition ([@BIO028092C25]; [@BIO028092C32]; [@BIO028092C40]; [@BIO028092C52]), the protein coilin is considered to be the CB marker protein. Work conducted by our laboratory has shown that coilin has RNase activity ([@BIO028092C7]), and that this RNase activity produces discrete products when incubated with *in vitro*-transcribed scaRNAs ([@BIO028092C9]). These findings indicate that coilin has function beyond being a building block for CBs. While trying to identify the genomic sequence of human coilin, Andrade et al. found two coilin pseudogenes (*COILP1* and *COILP2*) that share high sequence identity with coilin mRNA ([@BIO028092C1]). These pseudogenes contain a number of insertions, deletions and frameshifts. Our laboratory recently found that *COILP1* has the capacity to encode a protein of 203 residues ([@BIO028092C36]). The protein produced by *COILP1* shares sequence homology with the coilin RNA binding domain (RBD), but has a unique N-terminal sequence. We also found that, unlike coilin, ectopically expressed coilp1 is predominantly localized to nucleoli. It is possible, therefore, that coilp1, along with coilin and other components enriched within the CB may participate in the internal processing of scaRNA 2, 9 and 17.

To further explore the function of the processed fragments derived from scaRNA 2, 9 and 17, and examine if coilp1 plays a part in their formation, we conducted experiments designed to identify *cis* elements within scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 that govern processing and localization. Here, we report that the 28 nt sequence at the 5′ end of scaRNA9 plays an important role in stability and protein interactions. We also observed that the level of coilp1 influences the processing of scaRNA 9 and 17. We further show that the stable nucleolus-enriched fragments derived from scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 can base pair with several different snoRNAs. This base pairing may impact snoRNP activity and thereby provide a mechanism by which ribosome heterogeneity is accomplished. We propose that the fragments derived from scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 become novel RNPs that we term regulatory RNPs (regRNPs). Experimental support for the existence of regRNPs is provided, and, if this model for the regulation of ribosome heterogeneity is true, strongly suggest the existence of other regRNPs besides the four we describe here. These findings thus provide a link between splicing and translation by virtue of scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 that modify the splicing machinery when full-length and present in CBs, and regulate rRNA modification when processed into regRNPs that localize to the nucleolus.

RESULTS {#s2}
=======

Of the 28 known scaRNAs, only scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 have been shown to be internally processed, to generate stable nucleolus-enriched RNAs of unknown function ([@BIO028092C46]). Specifically, scaRNA2 gives rise to mgU2-61, scaRNA9 generates mgU2-19 as well as mgU2-30, and scaRNA17 yields mgU4-8 ([Fig. 1](#BIO028092F1){ref-type="fig"}). To follow up on our previous work ([@BIO028092C36]; [@BIO028092C6]; [@BIO028092C7]; [@BIO028092C10]), and identify additional *cis* elements and *trans* factors which take part in the processing of scaRNA 2, 9 and 17, we conducted the following studies.

The scaRNA9 leader sequence is vital for its stability and protein interactions {#s2a}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A previous report found that scaRNA9 contains, unexpectedly, a 28 nt 5′ leader sequence ([@BIO028092C46]). Using computational methods, a scaRNA9-like sequence (scaRNA9L) was identified on chromosome X ([@BIO028092C50]). It is not known if scaRNA9L, like scaRNA9 (encoded on chromosome 11), is internally processed, but it also appears to have a leader sequence. The presence of the leader sequence in scaRNA9 and scaRNA9L strongly suggests that it is playing a functional role, and is being intentionally protected from 5′ exonucleases. Analysis of this leader sequence in scaRNA9 reveals that it contains an AGUG directly before the beginning of the mgU2-19 domain. Interestingly, an AGUG sequence is also found at the beginning of the processed mgU2-61 domain of scaRNA2, immediately before the C box. To examine the role of the scaRNA9 leader sequence, and test the hypothesis that the AGUG might serve as a *cis* element that influences the processing and protein interactions of scaRNA 2 and 9, we generated mutants of these RNAs and conducted RNA pulldown assays. These pulldown assays were conducted using cell lysate and *in vitro*-transcribed biotin-labeled RNA ([Fig. S1](Fig. S1)). We found that there were no significant changes in the interaction of coilin, SMN and the known interactor of box C/D RNAs, fibrillarin, with wild-type (WT) scaRNA2 compared to scaRNA2 with a mutated AGUG ([Fig. 2](#BIO028092F2){ref-type="fig"}A, compare lanes 3 and 4). In contrast, deletion of the 28 nt scaRNA9 5′ leader sequence (Δ leader) altered the composition of proteins that associate with this RNA compared to WT: coilin recovery was significantly increased 2.2-fold yet coilp1 recovery was significantly decreased by 60% ([Fig. 2](#BIO028092F2){ref-type="fig"}A, compare lanes 6 and lane 5, histogram). As positive controls, we show that fibrillarin and SMN recovery do not change, and, as a negative control, we show that there is no β-tubulin recovery by any of the RNAs tested. Equivalent amounts of WT scaRNA9 and the Δ leader scaRNA9 are recovered on beads during the pulldown assay ([Fig. S1](Fig. S1)), strongly indicating that the leader sequence influences coilin and colp1 interaction. Moreover, the processing of scaRNA9 without the leader sequence was drastically changed compared to WT ([Fig. 2](#BIO028092F2){ref-type="fig"}B), as assessed by Northern blotting. Specifically, we observed that, while the levels of the mgU2-30 processed fragment obtained from scaRNA9 Δ leader appear approximately equal to those obtained with WT scaRNA9, the amount of full-length scaRNA9 Δ leader is greatly reduced. We conclude from these findings that the 28 nt leader sequence of scaRNA9 greatly impacts coilin and coilp1 protein binding as well as the stability of full-length scaRNA9. The production of the other fragment derived from scaRNA9, mgU2-19, is also greatly reduced when the 28 nt leader sequenced is deleted ([Fig. S1](Fig. S1)). These findings clearly show that the 28 nt leader sequence of scaRNA9 is essential for the stability of the full-length scaRNA9 and the mgU2-19 processed fragment, but does not affect the levels of the mgU2-30 fragment. Note that we have previously shown ([@BIO028092C10]) that the endogenous processed fragments derived from scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 are difficult to detect using Dig probes, necessitating the ectopic expression of these RNAs for detection by Northern blotting. Fig. 2.**The 28 nt leader sequence of scaRNA9 is important for stability and protein interactions.** (A) RNA pulldown of WT and mutant scaRNA2 and scaRNA9. Proteins recovered in the pulldown reactions were subjected to SDS-PAGE, western blot transfer, and probing with the indicated antibodies. Background binding of proteins was determined using reactions containing beads alone without RNA bait (lane 2). The input lane (lane 1) accounts for 3% of the lysate used in the pulldown reactions. The location of coilin and coilp1 are indicated, and the relative amount of these proteins recovered by scaRNA9 with the deleted leader sequence (lane 6) compared to WT scaRNA9 (lane 5) is shown in the histogram (*n*=5 experimental repeats, \*\*\**P*\<0.0005, data are mean±s.e.m.). (B) Northern blotting of RNA isolated from untransfected cells (lane 1) or cells transfected with a DNA construct expressing WT scaRNA9 (lane 2) or scaRNA9 with a deleted leader sequence (lane 3). Probe B, shown in [Fig. 1](#BIO028092F1){ref-type="fig"}, was used to detect full-length scaRNA9 and the mgU2-30 domain. The blot was also probed for 5S rRNA to verify that equal amounts of RNA were present. (C) RNA FISH/IF was used to localize WT scaRNA9 and scaRNA9ΔLeader. Probe D, shown in [Fig. 1](#BIO028092F1){ref-type="fig"}, was used to detect full-length scaRNA9 and the mgU2-30 domain by RNA FISH. Arrows indicate Cajal bodies (detected by coilin localization) and arrowheads demarcate nucleoli (determined by DAPI negative regions). The relative intensity of nucleolar to nucleoplasmic RNA FISH signal was quantified for each RNA (histogram, \**P*\<0.05, data are mean±s.e.m., *n*=20 cells). Scale bars: 2 μm.

Because the processed fragments derived from scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 are enriched in the nucleolus ([@BIO028092C46]), we next examined the localization of scaRNA9 Δ leader compared to WT scaRNA9. For this work, HeLa cells were transfected with DNA encoding WT or Δ leader scaRNA9, and RNA fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH), using a probe indicated by D in [Fig. 1](#BIO028092F1){ref-type="fig"}, after which immunofluorescence was conducted ([Fig. 2](#BIO028092F2){ref-type="fig"}C). Based on the binding location of probe D, full-length scaRNA9 as well as the processed mgU2-30 domain will be detected by this probe. As expected, WT scaRNA9 is enriched in CBs, nucleoli and nucleoplasm ([Fig. 2](#BIO028092F2){ref-type="fig"}C), consistent with the full-length scaRNA9 being localized in the nucleoplasm/CB and the processed mgU2-30 domain being nucleolar. CBs were detected by anti-coilin staining. RNA FISH signal in nontransfected cells was greatly reduced ([Fig. S1](Fig. S1)), indicating that the probe is detecting ectopically expressed scaRNA9. The scaRNA9 Δ leader RNA was also detected in CBs and nucleoli, but the intensity of the nucleolar staining relative to that found in the nucleoplasm was significantly increased for the scaRNA9 Δ leader compared to the WT scaRNA9 signal (histogram). These localization data support the Northern blotting results and strongly indicate that the 28 nt 5′ leader sequence of scaRNA9 is important for the stability of full-length scaRNA9, which accumulates in the nucleoplasm and CBs. In the absence of this leader sequence, most of the scaRNA9 transcribed from the plasmid DNA is processed into the mgU2-30 domain, which results in greater levels of nucleolar signal relative to nucleoplasmic signal compared to that observed with WT scaRNA9. This finding would be more easily visualized by conducting RNA FISH with a probe that hybridizes to another region of scaRNA9, such as the GU rich intervening region. Unfortunately, we are unable to detect scaRNA9 with a probe to this intervening region and are currently exploring the utility of other scaRNA9 probes.

Coilp1 positively influences the processing of scaRNA 9 and 17 {#s2b}
--------------------------------------------------------------

We have previously shown that *COILP1*, a pseudogene, encodes a 203 amino acid protein which contains sequence homology with coilin RNA binding domain, but has a unique 77-amino acid N-terminal sequence ([@BIO028092C36]). We further showed that endogenous coilp1 complexes and bacterially purified coilp1 bind *in vitro*-transcribed scaRNA2, scaRNA9, and telomerase RNA ([@BIO028092C36]). Moreover, we found that GFP and myc tagged coilp1 localizes to the nucleolus. Since scaRNA 2, 9, and 17 give rise to stable processed fragments that localize to the nucleolus ([@BIO028092C46]), we were interested in determining if coilp1 overexpression or knockdown would, like coilin and SMN ([@BIO028092C10]), affect the biogenesis and/or stability of these processed fragments. For this work, coilp1 was reduced by RNAi, followed by transfection with DNA encoding scaRNA 2, 9 or 17. To examine the effect of coilp1 overexpression on scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 processing, cells were co-transfected with GFP or GFP-coilp1 and DNA encoding scaRNA 2, 9 or 17. Isolated RNA was then subjected to Northern blotting using the probes indicated in [Fig. 1](#BIO028092F1){ref-type="fig"}. In order to determine the relative amounts of processing, we took the ratio of processed fragment to full-length; or, in the case of scaRNA2, ectopic full-length, which runs higher than the endogenous full-length scaRNA2. We found that reduction of coilp1 expression reduced the relative amount of the scaRNA9-derived processed fragment, mgU2-30, by 53% compared to that detected in RNA from control siRNA treated cells ([Fig. 3](#BIO028092F3){ref-type="fig"}A). In contrast, overexpression of coilp1 resulted in a 1.64-fold increase in the relative amount of mgU2-30 compared to cells expressing GFP alone ([Fig. 3](#BIO028092F3){ref-type="fig"}B). The amount of coilp1 did not, however, impact the level of scaRNA2-derived mgU2-61 ([Fig. S2](Fig. S2)). Upon examination of the processing of scaRNA17 (which generates mgU4-8), we found that, like scaRNA9, reduction of coilp1 decreases the amount of this processed fragment (by 65%, [Fig. 3](#BIO028092F3){ref-type="fig"}C) while coilp1 overexpression increases relative mgU4-8 levels (2.77-fold, [Fig. 3](#BIO028092F3){ref-type="fig"}D) compared to control treated cells. Together, these data support the hypothesis that coilp1 is a positive regulator of scaRNA 9 and 17 processing. [Fig. S3](Fig. S3) shows the extent of coilp1 reduction and overexpression in these experiments. We expect that a more robust knockdown of coilp1 at the protein level would allow for a greater reduction in the amount of scaRNA 9 and 17 processing than that which is observed here. However, as mentioned in the legend for [Fig. S3](Fig. S3), we have tried several different coilp1 siRNAs and the greatest knockdown we can achieve is typically 50-60% at the protein level. Fig. 3.**Coilp1 contributes to the processing of scaRNA 9 and 17.** For coilp1 reduction experiments, cells were treated for 24 h with control or coilp1 siRNA, followed by transfection with DNA constructs expressing scaRNA 9 or 17 and harvest/RNA isolation 24 h later (A,C). For coilp1 overexpression experiments, cells were co-transfected with plasmids expressing scaRNA 9 or 17 with GFP-coilp1 or GFP alone (B,D). The RNA was then subjected to Northern blotting using the probes indicated in [Fig. 1](#BIO028092F1){ref-type="fig"}. Original, as well as adjusted, images are shown. Adjustments were made to images using the High and Low transformation settings of the QuantityOne software. Gamma levels were not changed and the transformation was applied evenly across the entire image for each individual panel. Histograms were generated from the adjusted images and display the quantification of the processed fragment relative to the full-length scaRNA normalized to the control condition. \**P*\<0.05, \*\*\**P*\<0.0005, data are mean±s.e.m., *n*=3 experimental repeats; scaRNA9 (A,B), scaRNA17 (C,D). Note that ectopic scaRNA9 is expressed from a construct containing an intron. Consequently, full-length ectopic scaRNA9 is the same size as endogenous scaRNA9, which is encoded within an intron. Full-length endogenous scaRNA17 is difficult to detect using Dig probes.

The nucleolus-enriched processed fragments of scaRNA 2, 9 and 17: a new class of RNP? {#s2c}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although it has long been known that the fragments derived from scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 are enriched in the nucleolus, the function of these processed RNAs in this cellular locale is unknown. It was previously thought that these RNAs would guide modification of snRNAs that traffic through the nucleolus ([@BIO028092C46]). Of the U1, U2, U4, U5 and U6 snRNAs in mammalian cells, however, only the pol III-derived U6 has a clear nucleolar pathway ([@BIO028092C22]). Since the guide RNAs derived from scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 (mgU2-61, mgU2-19, mgU2-30 and mgU4-8) are thought to act upon U2 and U4, not U6, this leaves open the question as to what these RNAs are doing in the nucleolus. It seems highly unlikely that these RNAs are nonfunctional by-products given their stability, which strongly indicates the RNAs are part of an RNP. We initially postulated that scaRNA 2, 9 and 17-derived RNAs become snoRNPs, and aid in the modification of rRNA or the nucleolar-trafficked U6 snRNA. Since the processed fragments are box C/D RNAs (and thus guide methylation modifications), we queried several websites, such as snoSCAN ([@BIO028092C38]), that predict target sites for scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 derived RNAs on rRNA. Although these websites returned alignments and methylation target sites on rRNA, these locations did not correspond to any sites with experimentally verified methylation. This led us to question if these processed RNAs do, in fact, directly modify rRNA. In the process of doing BLAST searches of the scaRNA17-derived mgU4-8 using a snoRNA/scaRNA database ([@BIO028092C26]), we observed that the 3′ loop region of mgU4-8 can base pair with the snoRD16 (U16 snoRNA) ([Fig. 4](#BIO028092F4){ref-type="fig"}, bottom right). The snoRD16 snoRNP guides the methylation of the A484 site of 18S rRNA. We hypothesize that the interaction of mgU4-8 with snoRD16 might interfere with the association of the snoRD16 snoRNP with 18S rRNA, thereby inhibiting the methylation of A484. In the nucleolus, therefore, mgU4-8 may be part of a new class of RNPs, which we term regulatory RNPs. The key feature of these putative regulatory RNPs is that they are not directly involved in the modification of target sites within the nucleolus, but instead regulate the activity of snoRNPs by interacting with the RNA component of the snoRNP, or the target RNA. Additionally, we further hypothesize that both methylation and pseudouridylation can be regulated by the actions of regulatory RNPs. As shown in [Fig. 4](#BIO028092F4){ref-type="fig"}, each of the four RNAs derived from scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 likely become part of a regulatory RNP that may influence the modification of four sites within 28S rRNA, two sites within 18S rRNA, and two sites within U6 snRNA. Regarding U6 snRNA, the 5′ loop region of mgU4-8, intriguingly, contains eight bases that are found in U6 snRNA, and this loop can base pair with U94 and HBII-166. U94 and HBII-166 guide the methylation of U6 snRNA at C62 and C60, respectively. Fig. 4.**Regulatory RNPs.** Base pairing between the nucleolus-enriched fragments of scaRNA2, 9 and 17 with snoRNA. Also shown is the potential for the 3′ loop of mgU2-30 (top right) to base pair with 28S rRNA, possibly blocking ACA3 binding to this site, as well as serve as a binding site for U20 snoRNA. The 5′ loop of scaRNA17-derived mgU4-8 (bottom right), which contains a sequence found in U6 snRNA, might serve as a binding sink for U94 and HBII-166 (not shown) snoRNAs, thereby altering C60 and C62 methylation of U6 snRNA. We propose that these fragments derived from scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 form regulatory RNPs (regRNPs) that influence the modification of sites within 18S rRNA, 28S rRNA and the nucleolar trafficked U6 snRNA.

Reduction of scaRNA17 increases the level of A484 methylation within 18S rRNA {#s2d}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To garner experimental support for the existence of regulatory RNPs, cells were treated with control or scaRNA17 siRNAs. In a typical experiment, RNAi reduced scaRNA17 levels by 60% as assessed by quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) analysis ([Fig. S3](Fig. S3)). RNA isolated from these cells was subjected to methylation analysis using a primer extension technique that takes advantage of the fact that reverse transcriptase pauses at sites of methylation when dNTP levels are low ([@BIO028092C31]). Primers were designed to interrogate the methylation status of the A484 site of 18S rRNA. The A484 site of 18S rRNA is known to be modified, presumably due to association with the snoRD16 box C/D snoRNP. Since the mgU4-8 fragment derived from scaRNA17 is enriched in the nucleolus and has extensive base pairing with snoRD16 ([Fig. 4](#BIO028092F4){ref-type="fig"}), and this interaction may inhibit snoRD16 interaction with 18S rRNA, we predicted that scaRNA17 reduction (which would lead to the reduction of mgU4-8) would increase the methylation level of A484 within 18S rRNA. This is exactly what we have observed ([Fig. 5](#BIO028092F5){ref-type="fig"}). RNA obtained from cells in which scaRNA17 was reduced had consistently more (1.7-fold) A484 methylation, as indicated by an increased pause signal, compared to that observed in RNA from control siRNA treated cells (*n*=6, *P*\<0.005). In contrast, 2′-O-methylation levels were essentially the same at the other two known 2′-O-methylation sites (Am436 and Am468), which are not guided by snoRD16 or targeted by mgU4-8 (derived from scaRNA17). These results thus argue that the processed fragment derived from scaRNA17 can form a regulatory RNP that downregulates the methylation of the A484 site in 18S rRNA. Future studies will utilize modified antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs), which should allow for a more robust reduction of the RNA component of regulatory RNPs. Fig. 5.**Methylation of 18S A484 is increased upon reduction of scaRNA17.** RNA from control or scaRNA17 siRNA treated cells was subjected to primer extension using 5 different dNTP amounts (indicated) during the reverse transcription step with a radioactive primer complementary to nucleotides 524-544 of 18S rRNA. Samples were run on a denaturing acrylamide gel followed by detection of the radioactive signals. Quantification demonstrates that the A484 pause signal is 1.7-fold more abundant in the scaRNA17 knockdown condition compared to control knockdown (*n*=6 experimental repeats, *P*\<0.005).

Disruption of snoRD16/18S rRNA interaction by a fragment of scaRNA17 {#s2e}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous work has shown that methylation of rRNA by some box C/D snoRNPs is facilitated by 'extra base pairings' between the snoRNA and target rRNA ([@BIO028092C47]). Most of these extra base pairings are the result of loops within the snoRNA, allowing for additional snoRNA:rRNA interactions. The interaction between snoRD16 with 18S rRNA is an example of an association that contains extra base pairings ([Fig. 6](#BIO028092F6){ref-type="fig"}A). An additional 10 base pairings (amber colored nucleotides in [Fig. 6](#BIO028092F6){ref-type="fig"}) between snoRD16 and 18S rRNA is made possible by a loop of snoRD16, between nucleotide 24 and 48. In so doing, it is expected that the methylation of A484 of 18S rRNA is increased as a consequence of these extra base pairings compared to the level of methylation if only nucleotides (nt) 14-24 of snoRD16 base paired with 18S rRNA. Interestingly, the scaRNA17-derived nucleolar fragment mgU4-8 interacts with snoRD16 via nucleotides present in the snoRD16 loop region ([Fig. 6](#BIO028092F6){ref-type="fig"}B). It is possible, therefore, that the association of mgU4-8 with the looped region of snoRD16 disrupts the interaction between snoRD16 with 18S rRNA, resulting in a decrease in the level of 18S rRNA A484 methylation. Given this regulatory activity, we propose that the mgU4-8 domain generated by processing of scaRNA17 be renamed regulatory RNP17 (regRNP17). Fig. 6.**Disruption of the snoRD16/18S rRNA interaction by a fragment of scaRNA17.** (A) Extra base paring (shown in amber) ([@BIO028092C47]) between snoRD16 and 18S rRNA predicted to facilitate the methylation of A484 (shown in purple) is shown. (B) The looped region of snoRD16 (from nt 30-40) base pairs with scaRNA17 (regRNP17) from nt 412-402 ([Fig. 4](#BIO028092F4){ref-type="fig"}). The binding of the nucleolus-enriched fragment derived from scaRNA17, mgU4-8 (regRNP17), may disrupt the interaction of snoRD16 with 18S rRNA, resulting in decreased A484 methylation. (C) RNase protection assays using fragments of snoRD16, 18S rRNA (31 nt, 3′ Dig labeled) and scaRNA17. Reactions containing the indicated RNA were denatured, followed by annealing and incubation with RNase A/T1. The reactions were then resolved on a 15% TBE-urea polyacrylamide gel, followed by Northern blot transfer and detection with anti-Dig antibodies. Because of the intensity of the signal, only 20% of the reaction with 18S rRNA fragment lacking RNase A/T1 was run on the gel (lanes 1 and 6), and the exposure of these lanes is shorter than that for lanes 2-5. Additionally, the reaction sample in lane 6 was supplemented with Dig-labeled DNA oligonucleotides to serve as size markers (indicated by bands at 22 and 18 nt). A protected fragment is observed in lane 4 but not in lane 5.

To begin an analysis into the mechanism by which regRNP17 imparts a regulatory effect upon the modification of rRNA, we conducted *in vitro* RNase protection assays using fragments of 18S rRNA, U16 snoRNA (snoRD16) and scaRNA17. The 18S rRNA fragment is 31 nt in length, contains the A484 site and is 3′ end labeled with digoxigenin (Dig). The snoRD16 fragment is 45 nt in length and encompasses nucleotides 14-57 ([Fig. 6](#BIO028092F6){ref-type="fig"}). The regRNP17 fragment is 33 nt in length and contains the bases that interact with snoRD16. The basis for RNase protection is that interacting RNAs will not be subjected to degradation by RNase A/T1, which preferentially cleaves single-stranded RNA. Consequently, we expect that the interaction of the snoRD16 fragment with the 18S fragment will result in a protected fragment approximately 22 nt in length. The addition of the regRNP17 fragment to the 18S/snoRD16 mixture, however, is predicted to disrupt the interaction between snoRD16 and 18S, decreasing the amount of Dig-labeled 18S fragment that is protected from RNase A/T1 degradation. This is what we have observed ([Fig. 6](#BIO028092F6){ref-type="fig"}C). In a reaction containing just the Dig-labeled 18S rRNA fragment incubated without RNase A/T1 (lanes 1 and 6), a 31 nt band is detected. This band is digested upon incubation with RNase A/T1 (lane 3). The addition of snoRD16 to the reaction with the 18S rRNA results in a protected fragment (lane 4), indicating that the interaction between snoRD16 and 18S precludes RNase A/T1 from fully digesting the 18S RNA. In a reaction containing all three fragments (18S, snoRD16 and regRNP17), however, the amount of 18S protected fragment is decreased (lane 5), suggesting that the regRNP17 disrupts the interaction between snoRD16 and 18S rRNA. A reaction containing regRNP17 and 18S does not result in a protected fragment (lane 2), demonstrating that snoRD16 is required to generate the protected fragment. In control reactions, we find that scaRNA9 does not disrupt the interaction between snoRD16 and 18S rRNA fragments, nor does scaRNA9 protect the 18S rRNA fragment from digestion by RNase A/T1 ([Fig. S4](Fig. S4)). These findings strongly suggest that regRNP17 influences A484 methylation levels by altering the interaction between snoRD16 and 18S rRNA.

DISCUSSION {#s3}
==========

A novel RNP: the regulatory RNP {#s3a}
-------------------------------

Previous work found that scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 are internally processed, resulting in the generation of stable nucleolus-enriched fragments ([@BIO028092C46]). Base pairing between the full-length scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 with U2, U4 and U12 snRNAs strongly suggest that scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 guide the 2′-*O*-methylation of specific sites within these snRNAs. Like other scaRNAs, therefore, full-length scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 contribute towards the biogenesis of snRNPs, which are crucial parts of the spliceosome necessary for pre-mRNA splicing. The function of the stable, nucleolus-enriched fragments derived from these three scaRNAs, however, remains uncertain. Specifically, the function of mgU2-61 (derived from scaRNA2), mgU2-19 and mgU2-30 (both derived from scaRNA9) and mgU4-8 (derived from scaRNA17) ([Fig. 1](#BIO028092F1){ref-type="fig"}) is not evident, considering that their putative targets (U2 and U4 snRNA) do not have a clear nucleolar pathway ([@BIO028092C22]). By conducting BLAST searches of the unpaired loops of these processed fragments against a snoRNA database (Lestrade et al., 2006), we found that each of the four fragments derived from scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 can base pair with snoRNA ([Fig. 4](#BIO028092F4){ref-type="fig"}). This led us to speculate that the processed fragments do not form RNPs which directly methylate targets, but instead may regulate the activity of snoRNPs responsible for 2′-*O*-methylation and pseudouridylation ([Fig. 4](#BIO028092F4){ref-type="fig"}). Experimental evidence in support of this hypothesis is shown in [Figs 5](#BIO028092F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#BIO028092F6){ref-type="fig"}, and argues for the possibility that the nucleolar-enriched processed fragments of scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 form novel RNP complexes that we term regulatory RNPs (regRNPs). We propose that regRNPs affect the modification of rRNA and U6 snRNA (which traffics through the nucleolus) by interactions with the snoRNA component of snoRNPs. It is highly unlikely that there are only four regRNPs present (one each from scaRNA 2 and 17 and two from scaRNA9). Rather, we believe that some regRNPs are incorrectly classified as snoRNPs or orphan snoRNPs. It is conceivable, therefore, that there are numerous regRNPs which work together to ensure that the level of rRNA modifications are appropriate for a given situation.

RegRNPs and ribosome heterogeneity {#s3b}
----------------------------------

An exciting emerging concept is that of ribosome heterogeneity, leading to specialized ribosomes. This concept is based on the realization that ribosomes are not all the same, all the time, but can vary in response to different physiological or pathological situations ([@BIO028092C24]). One major contributor to ribosome heterogeneity is rRNA modification. Although the sites of rRNA modification have been mapped in the 3D structure of the ribosome, it is not yet clear as to the exact function of each modification on ribosomal activity. Since each ribosome in human contains around 100 each of pseudouridines and ribose methylations, there is a vast potential for ribosome specialization in regulating the level of these modifications in rRNA ([@BIO028092C24]). Very significantly, three methylation sites within rRNA that we predict are subject to regRNP 2, 9 and 17 control (G3923 in 28S, U1804 and A484 in 18S) have been shown to be differentially modified in endogenous ribosomes ([@BIO028092C23]; [@BIO028092C19]). In fact, all three of these sites show \>25% variability ([@BIO028092C23]; [@BIO028092C19]). Interestingly, comparison of the U1804 and G3923 methylation levels in HeLa and HCT116 cells shows significant differences between these lines ([@BIO028092C23]). These differences were not correlated with altered levels of snoRNPs, indicating that another factor besides snoRNP availability is responsible for the differential modification of rRNA ([@BIO028092C23]). Our data presented in [Figs 5](#BIO028092F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#BIO028092F6){ref-type="fig"}, showing that regRNP17 impacts the level of A484 methylation in 18S rRNA, support the hypothesis that ribosomes may be optimized for a given cell type or physiological/pathological situation by controlling the level of rRNA modifications using regRNPs.

18S rRNA/snoRD16/regRNP17 interactions in context with other snoRNAs {#s3c}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Given that rRNA has extensive secondary structure as well as numerous modifications, it is not surprising that the accessibility and regulation of snoRNP activity must be subject to some type of control. An example of where one would expect some type of ordered snoRNP activity is shown in [Fig. 7](#BIO028092F7){ref-type="fig"}A, which displays the snoRNAs that interact with 18S rRNA in the region of A484. In particular, snoRD11, snoRD56 and snoRD70 have overlapping binding sites on the 18S rRNA. Moreover, a 9 nt region of 18S rRNA starting at T514 (underlined in [Fig. 7](#BIO028092F7){ref-type="fig"}A) is found exactly in snoRD16. In fact, snoRD16 nt 76-86 can base pair with snoRD56 at nt 29-19. In so doing, interactions between snoRD16 and snoRD56 may contribute towards the regulation of C517 methylation. Additionally, it is also possible that regRNP17 may be involved in the regulation of snoRD56-mediated C517 methylation since regRNP17 interacts with the looped region of snoRD16, and this association appears to disrupt the interaction of snoRD16 with 18S rRNA ([Fig. 6](#BIO028092F6){ref-type="fig"}). SnoRD16 has many RNA interactions that may regulate its functions, and, conversely, allow snoRD16 to regulate the activities of the RNAs it interacts with ([Fig. 7](#BIO028092F7){ref-type="fig"}B). In fact, 65% of snoRD16 can base pair with other RNAs. A key regulator of these snoRD16 interactions may be regRNP17, which, by binding the looped region of snoRD16, could greatly influence snoRD16 associations with 18S rRNA and other snoRNAs. Fig. 7.**The A484 region of 18S rRNA, and snoRD16 associated RNAs.** (A) A schematic of 18S rRNA is shown, along with interacting snoRNAs. Note that snoRD16 can form extra base pairing with 18S rRNA (amber nt) by the formation of a loop within snoRD16 ([@BIO028092C47]). Modification of G509, A512 and C517 involves guide snoRNAs that have an overlapping binding site. The underlined sequence in 18S rRNA including C517 is found exactly in snoRD16, which means that snoRD56 can associate with snoRD16. (B) Schematic of snoRD16, which is 101 nt long. The looped region of snoRD16, which interacts with regRNP17, is indicated. The sequence in snoRD16 that is exactly identical to that found in 18S rRNA is indicated by a yellow rectangle. The locations of the snoRD16 C/D and C′/D′ boxes are shown, as well as associations with other snoRNAs.

Identification of a *cis* element in scaRNA9 {#s3d}
--------------------------------------------

A limitation to the understanding of why scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 are internally cleaved has been the identification of *cis* elements within these RNAs that govern their processing. We have previously observed that the GU rich repeat regions in scaRNA 2 and 9 ([Fig. 1](#BIO028092F1){ref-type="fig"}) impacts their processing ([@BIO028092C10]; [@BIO028092C36]), and here identify another *cis* element: the 28 nt leader sequence of scaRNA9 ([Fig. 2](#BIO028092F2){ref-type="fig"}). We have shown that the 28 nt leader sequence of scaRNA9 is critical for its stability and influences its protein interactions. Since scaRNA9 is processed at its 5′ and 3′ end by exonucleases, any nucleic acid sequence not protected by a protein complex should be processed. This indicates that there are protein components which bind to the scaRNA9 leader sequence that block it from being processed. We show here that coilp1 could be one of these interactors, as coilp1\'s interaction with scaRNA9 Δ leader is drastically reduced compared to WT scaRNA9 ([Fig. 2](#BIO028092F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Furthermore, the increased recovery of coilin (2.2-fold) using the scaRNA9 Δ leader bait in the RNA pulldown compared to the amount of coilin obtained with WT scaRNA9 may indicate that coilp1 negatively regulates the amount of coilin in the binding complex. Not surprisingly, only full-length scaRNA9 and the 5′-most processed fragment (mgU2-19) levels are deleteriously impacted by deletion of the leader sequence ([Fig. 2](#BIO028092F2){ref-type="fig"}B). An interesting future direction involves deciphering the mechanism which governs the amount of scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 that is processed into regRNPs.

Coilp1 contributes to the availability of regRNPs {#s3e}
-------------------------------------------------

The data presented here further characterize the recently discovered pseudogene encoded protein coilp1, and implicate it in the biogenesis of the newly described regRNPs. At this point, the exact function of coilp1 in this process is not clear. ScaRNA 9 and 17 showed an increase in processing when coilp1 was overexpressed, and a decrease in processing when coilp1 expression was reduced ([Fig. 3](#BIO028092F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, we did not observe any change in processing for scaRNA2. ScaRNAs 2 and 17 are both independently transcribed by RNA polymerase II ([@BIO028092C15]; [@BIO028092C46]). Possibly due to noncanonical box C and D sequences, mgU2-25 (scaRNA2) and mgU12-22 (scaRNA17) are inherently unstable, and do not accumulate within the cell once the scaRNAs are internally processed. ScaRNA9 is contained within a host gene, and, as such, must be spliced and processed at its 5′ and 3′ ends. The 5′ domain of ScaRNA9, mgU2-19, is capable of accumulating, albeit at lower levels than its 3′ domain, mgU2-30. Indeed, our previous work showed that scaRNA2 is less efficiently processed by coilin than scaRNA9 ([@BIO028092C10]). Given that coilp1 shares sequence homology with coilin, the differential contribution of coilp1 to the availability of regRNPs may indicate the existence of further specialization within each scaRNA classification. Additionally, or alternatively, it is possible that the processed fragments may reach a steady state level that is dictated by how much of these fragments can be incorporated into a RNP. Upon scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 overexpression, the impact of coilp1, coilin and other putative processing factors on the generation of the nucleolus-enriched fragments may therefore be underestimated. In summary, based upon the data presented here and in our previous work ([@BIO028092C10]; [@BIO028092C36]), we believe that coilin, WRAP53, SMN and coilp1 all participate in regulating the flux of scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 distribution and processing. We further predict that coilin negatively regulates the activity of coilp1, but SMN and WRAP53 promote this activity ([Fig. 8](#BIO028092F8){ref-type="fig"}). Another possibility is that coilp1 may chaperone regRNPs to the nucleolus. Given that Nopp140 is a snoRNP chaperone, interacts with coilin and localizes to the CB and nucleolus ([@BIO028092C20]), it is also well positioned to serve as an important factor in the formation of regulatory RNPs. Indeed, deletion of Nopp140 in fly reduces rRNA methylation ([@BIO028092C16]), supporting a role for this protein in the formation of box C/D RNPs. Future work will thus explore the role of Nopp140 on the biogenesis of regRNPs. Fig. 8.**Model of box C/D scaRNP 2, 9 and 17 biogenesis.** Box C/D core proteins (blue) bind scaRNAs after transcription from independent genes (scaRNA2 and scaRNA17) or host gene (scaRNA9). GU dinucleotide repeats (yellow box) in scaRNA2 and 9 are indicated. Nucleolus-enriched RNAs derived from scaRNA2 (mgU2-61), scaRNA9 (mgU2-19 and mgU2-30) and scaRNA17 (mgU4-8), which we propose form regulatory RNPs, are shown. Coilin, SMN and WRAP53 may regulate the activity of Coilp1. It is possible that these interactions take place in the CB (or the nucleoplasm in cells lacking CBs). It is also possible that coilp1 participates in the transport of regRNPs to the nucleolus. Note that the color coding here is the same as that in [Fig. 1](#BIO028092F1){ref-type="fig"}.

In conclusion, our work has provided a possible function for the processed fragments derived from scaRNA 2, 9 and 17 as regRNPs. Although not an exact parallel to what we are proposing, the Stamm group has shown that box C/D snoRNAs can have dual functions in rRNA modification and alternative pre-mRNA splicing ([@BIO028092C11]). Thus, there is some degree of precedent for a guide RNA having additional functions. Our concept of a regulatory RNP, however, is novel. These regRNPs are predicted to contribute to the heterogeneity of RNA, leading to specialized ribosomes. These findings further add to the complexity of ribosome biogenesis. When ribosome biogenesis is negatively affected, it results in the ribosomopathy disease state, which is characterized by any dysfunction in any of the hundreds of components which facilitate ribosome formation ([@BIO028092C48]; [@BIO028092C53]). Interestingly, recent work in human cells has shown that p53 down regulates fibrillarin levels, and in cancer cells lacking functional p53 the level of rRNA methylation is increased ([@BIO028092C33]). This increase in rRNA methylation results in ribosomes with a lower fidelity (i.e. stop codons are bypassed) and a greater likelihood to initiate translation through internal ribosome entry sequences (IRESs) ([@BIO028092C4]; [@BIO028092C33], [@BIO028092C34]). As a consequence of these changes in rRNA methylation, the translation of messages with IRESs is increased; such as those with products that promote tumor development (IGF-1R, c-myc, VEGF-A and FGF1) ([@BIO028092C34]). Clearly, therefore, the regulation of modifications within rRNA is of great importance. With our identification of regRNPs, we demonstrate that one noncoding RNA can, based on its localization and processing, influence both the splicing and translation machinery. Our current efforts seek to experimentally verify additional regRNPs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s4}
=====================

Cell lines, cell culture, plasmids, and transfections {#s4a}
-----------------------------------------------------

HeLa cells were cultured as previously described ([@BIO028092C9]). EGFP-C1 (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA) was used for empty vector experiments. GFP-coilp1 ([@BIO028092C36]), scaRNA2 pcDNA 3.1+ ([@BIO028092C9]), and scaRNA9 pcDNA3.1+ ([@BIO028092C10]) have been previously described. ScaRNA17 was amplified from genomic DNA isolated from HeLa-ATCC using standard molecular biology techniques, and cloned into pcDNA3.1+ using *Bam*H1 and *Eco*RI restriction sites. Primers used to amplify scaRNA17: Forward (5′-AGAGGCTTGGGCCGCCGAGCT-3′) Reverse (5′-TCTGAGAACAGACTGAGGCCG-3′). ScaRNA2-mut AGUG and scaRNA9ΔLeader were generated from the aforementioned pcDNA3.1+ wild-type clones using site directed mutagenesis. The following primers were used: scaRNA2-mutAGTG: Forward (5′-TGCGGGGCCCGGCGCTCAGATCACATGAATTGATCAGATAGACG-3′) Reverse (5′-CGTCTATCTGATCAATTCATGTGATCTGAGCGCCGGGCCCCGCA-3′) scaRNA9ΔLeader: Forward (5′-ATCGTCGCAGGATCCGATCAATGATGAAACTAGCC-3′) Reverse (5′-GGATCCTGCGACGATGCACTGACTTTAATGTTATAAC-3′). To generate *in vitro* transcribed RNAs, scaRNA2, scaRNA2-AGTG, scaRNA9, and scaRNA9ΔLeader were inserted into pBluescript KS vectors using the same restriction sites from the pCDNA3.1+ clones, and were transcribed using MEGAscript T7 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) (scaRNA9ΔLeader) or MEGAscript T3 kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) (scaRNA2, scaRNA2-AGTG, and scaRNA9) with 40% Biotin-UTP (Roche, Mannheim, Germany). DNA transfections were performed using FuGene (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) following the manufacturer\'s suggested protocol for 24-h expression. SiRNA transfections were conducted using either Lipofectamine 2000 or RNAi Max (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer\'s suggested protocol for 48-h knockdown. Control, coilin, WRAP53, SMN and coilp1 siRNAs were previously described ([@BIO028092C36]). scaRNA17 expression was reduced using the following dsiRNA: sense (5′-CCGCAGUAUUUUCCUUAUAUGAUCA-3′) anti-sense (5′-UGAUCAUAUAAGGAAAAUACUGCGGGC-3′). This dsiRNA resulted in a ∼60% knockdown (*n*=3, *Ρ*\<0.05) as determined by qRT-PCR using a previously described protocol ([@BIO028092C54]). Primers used to amplify scaRNA17 for qRT-PCR analysis: Forward (5′-GCTGGACCCGGACCGGTTTTGGG-3′) Reverse (5′-AAGGAAAATACTGCGGGCTCATCC-3′). For combined expression and knockdown experiments, cells were first transfected with siRNA for 24 h then transfected again with DNA for an additional 24 h for 48-h knockdown and 24-h expression.

RNA isolation and Northern blotting {#s4b}
-----------------------------------

RNA was isolated using TRI-Reagent (Molecular Research Center, Cincinnati, OH, USA) following the manufacturer\'s suggested protocol. RNAs were loaded in Gel Loading Buffer II (Roche), incubated at 95°C for 5 min, and run on a 6% TBE urea gel (6% 19:1 acrylamide:bis-acrylamide, 1× TBE, and 7 M urea). Gels were rinsed in 1× TBE (Sigma-Aldrich) for 10 min prior to being transferred to DNA transfer stacks (Invitrogen) using an iBlot (Invitrogen) on setting P8 for 8 min. RNA was crosslinked to the membrane using a UV-crosslinker at 120,000 μJ/cm^2^. Membranes were pre-hybridized using UltraSensitive UltraHyb (Thermo Fisher Scientific) before overnight incubation in a hybridization oven at 37°C with DIG labeled probes (DIG Tailing Kit, Roche). The following DNA oligonucleotides (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, Iowa, USA) were used for detection: 5′-AGTGGCCGGGGACAAGCCCGGCCTCGTCTATCTGATCAATTCATCACTTCT-3′ (scaRNA2); 5′-TAGAAACCATCATAGTTACAAAGATCAGTAGTAAAACCTTTTCATCATTGCCC-3′ (scaRNA9); 5′-AACTCAGATTGCGCAGTGGTCTCGTCATCA-3′ (scaRNA17); 5′-GTAGACTGGAAAGACTTCTGATGCTCAGATTTGGCTAGTTTCATCATTGA-3′ (scaRNA9 mgU2-19); 5′-GGGTGGTATGGCCGTAGAC-3′ (5S rRNA). Membranes were then prepared for processing using the DIG Wash and Block kit (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer\'s suggested protocol. Detection was carried out using CSPD (Roche) following the manufacturer\'s suggested protocol.

RNA pulldown, Western blotting and antibodies {#s4c}
---------------------------------------------

RNA pulldowns were conducted as previously described ([@BIO028092C36]). The following antibodies were used: anti-coilin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-fibrillarin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-SMN (Abcam), and anti-β-tubulin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Membranes were visualized and quantified using a ChemiDoc (Bio-Rad) with QuantityOne software. Data were imported to Microsoft Excel, and statistical significance determined using the Student\'s *t*-test.

Primer extension to detect 2′-*O*-methylation {#s4d}
---------------------------------------------

Reverse transcriptase stops one base downstream of methylated residues at low dNTP concentrations and primer extension to detect 2′-*O-*methylation were carried out as described previously ([@BIO028092C18]). The primer used to amplify 18S rRNA and designed to interrogate A484 methylation was 5′-ATTGTTATTTTTCGTCACTAC-3′. This primer was radioactively or Dig labeled at the 5′ end. Reactions were run on an 8% sequencing gel (for radioactive samples) or a 15% TBE-Urea Novex pre-cast gel (Invitrogen) (for Dig-labeled samples). Radioactivity was then detected overnight using a phosphorimager, whereas the gels for the Dig-labeled products were subjected to Northern blotting (as described above), followed by detection with anti-Dig antibodies (no overnight hybridization step).

RNase protection assay {#s4e}
----------------------

RNA protection assays were performed using fragments of snoRD16 (5′-GUAAUUUGCGUCUUACUCUGUUCUCAGCGACAGUUGCCUGCUGUC), scaRNA17 (5′-GAUGGAGUAUGUUCUGAGAACAGACUGAGGCCG-3′), and 3′ Dig-labeled 18S rRNA (5′-AUCCAAGGAAGGCAGCAGGCGCGCAAAUUAC/3Dig_N/-3′) obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies. Reactions were performed using the RPA III kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Then, 1 μl fragment (10 μM) and ≤9 μl H~2~O were denatured at 95°C for 2 min, and annealed by cooling to room temperature for 5 min. Reactions were then placed on ice, and either 1 μl digestion buffer (RPA III kit) or 1 μl of a 1:250 dilution of RNase A/RNase T1 Mix (RPA III kit) were added. Digestion was carried out at room temperature for 30 min, and protected fragments were analyzed by Northern blotting as described above for primer extension, using 20% of a reaction lacking RNase for input. The following oligonucleotides were added to a reaction lacking RNase to serve as size markers: 22 nt (5′-/5DigN/ATTGTTATTTTTCGTCACTACC-3′) and 18 nt (5′-/5DigN/CCTACGGAAACCTTGTTA-3′).

Immunofluorescence and RNA FISH {#s4f}
-------------------------------

Cells were fixed in 4% PFA for 10 min and permeabilized in 0.5% Triton for 5 min. Slides were then rinsed three times in 1× PBS. Slides were blocked using 10% normal goat serum (NGS) for 30 min at 37°C, and then probed with 10% NGS containing 1:200 coilin antibody for 30 min at 37°C. Slides were then washed three times for 5 min, and incubated with 1:600 Alexa Flour-488 Goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody in 10% NGS for 30 min at 37°C. Slides were then washed five times for 5 min in 1×PBS. Following immunostaining, cells were post-fixed in 4% PFA for 10 min. Slides were then washed twice in 2× SSC for 5 min followed by two washes in 70% ethanol. Cells were then dehydrated by a series of ethanol washes (80%, 95%, and 100% ethanol) for 3 min each, and the slides were allowed to air dry for 5 min. Then, 100 μl probe solution (10% dextran sulfate, 2 mM VRC, 0.02% BSA, 40 μg *E. coli* tRNA, 2×SSC, 50% formamide, and 30 ng probe) was added to the slides and incubated overnight at 37°C. The probe used for detection of scaRNA9 (Integrated DNA Technologies) was 5′-/5Alex594N/TCATAGTTACAAAGATCAGTAGTAAAACCTTTTCATCATTG-3′. Slides were then washed three times for 5 min each in 2× SSC, and DAPI stained for 5 min. Slides were destained in 2× SSC for 5 min prior to mounting.

BLAST searches {#s4g}
--------------

Using a publicly available database ([@BIO028092C26]), BLAST searches were carried out by using sequences from scaRNAs 2, 9, and 17 that were previously reported to be contained within loop structures ([@BIO028092C46]). Antisense hits were then compared to reported structures of predicted targets, where applicable, to validate the accessibility of the complementary region.
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